
 

Overview— This project presents a smart locker system that 
uses NFC based communication with user’s smartphone app to 

lock and unlock. In addition, the smart locker can also detect if 
user leaves something after rent period is over and alerts the user 

in such cases. The system can be implemented for both single user 

and multiple users scenarios. It enhances user convenience and 

security in comparison with conventional pad-lock or combination 

lock based systems. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

his project presents a convenient smart locker/storage 

system which uses user’s smartphone app and NFC (Near-

Field Communication) based authentication. Users can use their 

smartphone to unlock/lock the locker via NFC. The locker 

contains an embedded system (raspberry pi and Arduino) 

connected to a NFC reader, sensors and a solenoid. The NFC 

reader communicates with the smartphone. Alongside using the 

NFC reader, the raspberry pi hosts a server that connects to a 

central server for authorization. Users can connect to the central 

server from their smartphone via a web app and provide 

necessary info like student id, password, locker number etc. The 

central server will store and verify information, initiates an 

unlocking session by sending commands  to both raspberry pi 

and user app. In addition, this smart locker can also detect if 

user leaves something after rent period is over and alerts the 

user in such cases. 

 
Figure 1. Architecture of the NFC Locker System  

II. BACKGROUND 

NFC is an umbrella term for wireless communication  

technologies operating in the unregulated 13.56 MHz spectrum 

at a range of up to 10 cm. NFC traces its roots back to RFID 

technology, sharing many of its characteristics  [1]. NFC has 

been incorporated into everything from bus-fare token systems, 

concert tickets, secure login applications and much more. The 

use of NFC in mobile devices are divided in four categories – 

contactless token, ticketing/micropayments, device pairing, and 

secure authentication [2]. Some researchers investigated the 

feasibility of using NFC for lockers systems. Poddar presented 

a novel solution using NFC enabled Smartphone and NFC 

reader located at each checkout counter of stores at a mall which 

provided an easy and convenient way to immediately keep 

purchased things safe at the centrally located locker system and 

move around openly [3]. Jakobsson developed a secure access 

control system using NFC in Android device and RPi Linux 

platform [4]. Manjunath et al. proposed a NFC based bank 

locker system [5]. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Fig. 1 shows the initial design of the smart locker system. 

The system has three primary components – a locker 

computational unit (LCU), a central server, and a user interface.  

A. Locker Computational Unit (LCU) 

LCU is the brain of the physical locker or storage box. Each  

locker has its own LCU. It has three primary functions –collect 

session key from the central server, read and verify user’s key, 

and control locking mechanism. A raspberry pi (Rpi) and a NFC 

reader are used to perform these tasks. The Rpi hosts an HTTP 

web server that communicates with the central and waits for 

instructions. It activates the NFC reader based on central 

server’s command. When there is no command from central 

server, the reader will be in sleep mode, to save energy. 

Additional sensors can be added for extra features, if needed. 

B. Central Server 

Central server communicates with all associated LCUs and 

users. It stores users’ login (userID and password) and rental 

information (which locker a user is currently using) in its 

database. It also controls the locking/unlocking session and 

sends appropriate commands to both LCU and user app when 

requested.  

C. User Interface (Android App) 

A user can interact with the system via a smartphone. The 

user interface has to have privilege to access the phone’s NFC 

APIs. Two of the most popular smartphone operating systems 
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are iOS and Android. But iOS offers very limited privileges for 

third-party apps. In fact, currently only tag reader mode is 

supported for iOS 11 or upper versions [6]. On the other hand, 

Android phones provide full-access of NFC for developers. 

Therefore an Android app is selected as the user interface for 

the proposed smart locker system. Another solution is to use a 

web app to use it regardless of operating systems. But only 

available web API to access NFC of a device is ‘WEB NFC 

API’ [7], which is not very acceptable in terms of stability and 

compatibility. 

The Android app allows users to login with their credentials 

(userID and password). The credentials are verified by the 

central server. Once verified, a user can see his/her rental 

information (if any) and available locker numbers. If s/he 

requests to lock/unlock a certain locker, the central server sends 

verifies the request and tells the app to start the phone’s NFC 

service. Then the app transmits message via NFC to the LCU’s  

NFC reader. 

IV. HARDWARE 

Fig. 2 shows the actual implementation of the NFC smart 

locker system. To develop the system following hardware 

components were used –  

 Raspberry Pi 3 

 Arduino Uno 

 Adafruit PN532 RFID/NFC Shield 

 Force sensitive resistor as pressure sensor 

 Solenoids as locking mechanism 

 Piezo buzzer as alarm 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Locker Computational Unit (LCU) 

The PN532 shield is designed for easy-connect with an 

Arduino board, not with an RPi. Attempts made to connect the 

shield and an RPi were unsuccessful. Therefore as a way 

around, currently the PN532 shield is mounted on an Arduino 

uno board (Fig 2a). I2C communication method was used for 

transferring data from the shield to the Arduino. The setup were 

successful to read a Mifare classic card via NFC [8]. However, 

later it was found that PN532 does not recognize NDEF 

messages generated by android devices , but can detect the 

phone’s NFC presence and read the phone’s unique identifier 

(uid). Therefore, instead of sending messages, the PN532 was 

used to detect a phone’s uid and use that for authentication. 

A solenoid is used as a locking mechanism. As solenoid 

requires more current than an RPi’s GPIO pin can supply, it is 

powered by a 9V battery. A MOSFET, a diode, and an 1K 

resistor is used to bring the voltage down (Fig. ). Still the RPI 

GPIO was unable to provide enough current, as it can only 

provide 3.3V. Arduino Uno, on the other hand, can provide 5V 

on its GPIO pins and was found to be able to drive the solenoid. 

The arduino is also connected to a force sensitive resistor (FSR) 

pad that detects force and can measure weight based on applied 

force. This sensor is used to detect whether there is something 

inside the locker. This is useful for cases where user leaves 

something inside the locker by mistake. A piezo buzzer was 

used to make alert sounds. 

 
Figure 2. Implementation of NFC smart locker system 

B. Central server 

One major functionality of the central server is to allow new 

users to register and also authenticate registered users. A python 

server has been developed to serve this purpose. The server has 

a Flask based RESTful API for user authentication via both 

password and timed token [9]. A Flask-SQLAlchemy database 

is used to store user information. For security reasons the 

original password are not stored, after the hash is calculated 

during registration it is discarded. If this user database were to 

fall in malicious hands it would be extremely hard for the 

attacker to decode the real passwords from the hashes. When a 

new user register, the server creates the hash of the given 

password using ‘SHA-256’ hashing algorithm [10] and stores 

username and created hash as key-value pair in the database. 

When the user tries to log in, given username and hash of given 

password is matched against stored information. If everything 

matches, the central server sends an authentication successful 

message to the user. 

A more elaborated implementation that requires no server 

side storage is to use a cryptographically signed message as a 

token. This has the advantage that the information related to the 

token, namely the user for which the token was generated, is 

encoded in the token itself and protected against tampering with  

a strong cryptographic signature. Flask uses a similar approach 

to write secure cookies. This implementation is based on a 

package called itsdangerous. Once a user logs in successfully, 

the server generates a token with certain time validity (10 

minutes for current implementation) and sends it to the user for 

further use. 

Figure 3. Circuit diagram for driving solenoid with Arduino [11] 
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C. Android app 

Development of the Android app is on-going. Three activity 

has been developed so far – SignupActivity, LoginActivity, and 

MainActivity. The app welcomes users with a login page (Fig. 

4a). At the bottom, there is option for unregistered users to sign 

up. Selecting this option takes  the user to signup page (Fig. 4b), 

where users can sign up using their username and password. 

Password has to be at least 6 characters long, otherwise an error 

toast message will pop-up. Entering valid user-email and 

password takes user to the main app page (Fig. 4c, 4d) which 

shows username, available locker numbers, rent button, user’s 

locker numbers, and a ‘cancel rent’ button. If user does not have 

any rentals, the cancel rent button is disabled. 

 

 
(a) Login view 

 

 
(b) Signup view 

 

 
(c) Main view: before rent  

 

 
(d) Main view: after rent  

Figure 4: Screenshots of demo app 

For signup and login, the app is supposed to connect to the 

python central server via HTTP which will save new user 

information and verify existing user credentials. Currently the 

app can communicate with the central server and send user 

name and password for authentication. Once verified, the 

central server sends acknowledgement to the app and the user 

is logged in. When a user request to rent a locker, the locker 

number is sent to the central server, which connects to the 

corresponding locker’s RPi and commands it to start listening 

to NFC reader. Once confirmed the server sends a 202 status 

(accepted) to the mobile app, and the app initiates device’s NFC 

service. Once the locker’s NFC reader reads the device’s NFC 

broadcast, it unlocks the locker (solenoid) and stores the 

device’s uid. For canceling rent, the locker’s NFC reader 

matches the requesting device’s uid to previously stored uid and 

unlocks if matched. 
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VI. DISCUSSION 

The implemented NFC smart locker system fulfilled the 

primary goals of the project efficiently. Several challenges were 

faced while developing the system. PN532 did not work with  

raspberry pi and was unable to detect NDEF messages 

generated by android devices. Therefore, an Arduino Uno was 

used to connect the NFC reader and uid was used for device 

authorization. To detect object left inside the locker, initial 

attempts involved using a Raspberry Pi camera module to 

perform image processing for object detection. But the images  

captured were out of focus due to lack of image filters  and not 

good enough for image processing. Therefore, FSR was used 

which was able to identify object weight with high accuracy. 

Another use of the developed system can be as an autonomic 

rental service system, where the users will pick objects from 

lockers for rent and return the object to the same locker. If the 

object weight does not match previously recorded data, alarm 

will sound. This can be an interesting application of the system. 

The servers (central server running on laptop and RPi’s  

HTTP server) were causing some visibility issues  as the host 

devices were connected to local Wi-Fi network. This was 

solved using “ngrok” tool [] which created a temporary  

universal web address for each servers. 

Although the system was developed keeping a specific 

scenario in mind where the system has multiple users and 

multiple lockers, it can also be implemented for single user. In 

that case, central server and HTTP communication is not 

necessary. The android app will rather communicate directly  

with the locker’s NFC reader.  

VII. FUTURE WORK 

More work can be done to improve the functionality and 

convenience of the locker system. Instead of using both RPi and 

Arduino, using only one will be more appropriate and reduce 

cost. IR sensors can be used to detect door lock/unlock events, 

to provide users enough time to store and unload their stuffs 

into and from the locker. More features can be added to the 

Android app such as delete user, reset password, forget 

password, time duration display etc. 
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